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4.5.1.2 !jte Specific - WBN (continued) 

SVI, V2, and V3 level trays had no spacing 

Srequirements between cables other than a maximum 
S: cable-tray loading of 60 percent of the cross 
| sectional area of the tray. V4 level trays also had 
no specific spacing requirement except for a maximum 

Scable tray loading of 30 percent of the tray cross 
S - sectional area. However, V5 level trays did have 
: specific spacing requirements. They consisted of 
grbaping cables larger than 2/0 AWG into three phase 
i ' circuits separated from other groups a distance 
Swhich depended on the radius of the largest cable in 
r . .the adjacent circuit. Those cables smaller than 2/0 
SAVG could be grouped randomly, but they could not 
Stouch three phase circuits. The investigator 
reviewed General Construction Specification G-38 and 
found the sase information. Site procedure 
SWBN-QCP-3.05 provided the same information as G-38.  

SDesign Information Request E-55 (WBN 810427 101) was 
Stransmitted to DNE asking for approval to bunch Vl, 
SV2, and V3 level cables together to aid in the 
Sapplication of the Vimasco coating. This request 
was approved by DNE (SWP 810527 069). Another 

[ request, 1-56 (WBN 810729 162), was sent ensuring 
that the V4 and V5 level cables were not to be 
bunched. The DNE memorandum (SWP 810902 028) 
confirmed this.  

W alkdowns were conducted at various areas in the 
plant. The investigator concluded that cables in 
safety-related trays were arranged neater than in 
nonsafety-related trays and that V5 level trays 
(observed in the unit 1 6900 V Shutdown Board Room) 
did have the three phase grouping as required.  

Interviews were conducted with DNC personnel to 
determine the process used to prepare the cables for 
coating. It was discovered that in 1981 (when the 
cable costing process began) VA level cables were 
..bunched together and coated. Corrective action was 
initiated to remove the Vimasco and redistribute the 
cables. From then on V4 and V5 level cables were 
not disturbed before applying Vimasco.
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

Interviews were conducted with knowledgeable DNE 
personnel and revealed no problems due to disorderly 
arrangement of V1-V4 trays. The DNE personnel also 
stated that since VI and V2 level trays carry only 
low energy cables it was not reasonable to expect 
overheating problems due to cable arrangement. The 
SDN personnel also mentioned informal studies had 
been conducted in relation to V3 level cables. The 
studies indicated that it was not likely that an 
overheating problem existed due to intermittent 
loading of the circuits, expected cable tray fill, 
and conservatism in cable sizing.  

Since the cable coating wbs not a part of the 
original design concept, tie effects of Vinasco on 
cable sizing were not considered. Therefore, 
Vimasco contracted Factory Mutual Research to 
conduct a test on the effect of Vimasco on 
ampacities in cable trays. This test was conducted 
December, 1980. The results indicated a two to four 
percent ampacity derating factor with a coating of 
1/8 inch. DNE personnel believed that the coating 
would not cause any overheating problems.  

The site procedure to apply Vimasco was 
UBN-QCP-3.7. The procedure stated that the.  
thickness of the coating was to be monitoGt etween 
3/16 inch + 1/16 inch. Inspection record#- we 
reviewed and were between 2/16 inch and 4/l-inch.  
There was a DNE file note (B43 850906 921) which 
documented an inspection of cable covered with 
Vimasco with no discrepancies noted.  

A review by Black and Veatch on the Auxiliary 
Feedwater System raised the concern that the spacing 
between medium voltage cables was compromised by 
Vimasco. An evaluation conducted by DNE concluded 
that even if the cables were touching adequate 
ampacity margins would exist.
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

A WBN unit 2 pre-INPO findint concluded that the 
effect of Vimasco on cables had not been documented 
to correlate these test results specifically to all 
cable applications at WBN. A review of the Factory 
Mutual Research report confirmed this.  

The report concluded that the concern that cables 
were bunched together was valid for cables in Vl, 
V2, and V3 level trays but concluded that this 
bunching was based on approval by DUE. The heat 
buildup problem was not verified because (1) V4 and 
VS level cables had not been bunched, (2) V1, V2, 
and V3 level cables were sized based on a random 
arrangement of cables, and (3) DNE evaluation.  
However, tho report concluded that the effects of 
Visasco coating on cables with respect to ampacity 
had not been specifically documented for all WBN 
applications.  

A memorandum from J. S. Wigington to the Electrical 
Engineering Files dated January 22, 1986 (B43 860121 
947) was the DNE response to this report. It 
referenced Factory Mutual Research Report No. J.I.  
OFOQS.AP as the required verification of the effects 
of Vimasco on the ampacity of V3 and V4 level 
cables. An ampacity analysis of VS level cables.  
prepared February 2, 1984 (EEB 840203 901) was 
referenced as verification that Class 1E VS level 
cables had an adequate ampacity margin to ensure 
they did not exceed their rated maximum continuous 
copper temperature. VI and V2 cables were 
considered low energy cables creating insignificant 
heat buildup. The DNE conclusion was that the 
derating effect of Vimaseo coating was 
insignificant. Further justification of TVA's 
ampacity tables for V3 level trays was provided in a 
DNS calculation (843 860307 902;.  

New ampacity tables were generated in DS-E12.6.3 
which included the derating effects of cable 
-'ntings. This design standard was based upon a DNE 
calculation entitled."Rethodology Used as Basis for 
Cable Ampacities Shown in TVA Electrical Design
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

Standard DS-E12.6.3 "(B43 860902 901). As a result 
of the changes made in the ampacity tables, the 
adequacyCof installed cables became questionable.  
WBEP-SEP-86-05 had been written to provide a 
sampling procedure for verifying the adequacy of 
ampacity of V3, V4, and VS level cables installed 
prior to the issuance of DS-E12.6.3, Revision 0.  
The sampling program had not yet begun.  

The NSRS report later recommended that there be 
testing of WBN cables with conditions typical for 
installed cables. There had been no DNE response to 
this recommendation.  

IN-86-268-002 dealt with removing Vimasco with sharp.  
objects. These instruments could potentially damage 
the cables. In relation to this concern, a letter 
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to TVA dated 
October 15, 1984 (A02 841018 009) was reviewed.  
This letter was a summary of inspection activities 
conducted on August 27 through 30, 1984 and 
September 11 through 14, 1984 at WBN. The letter 
referenced NCR 5612 which had been written because 
cables had been damaged due to the removal of 
Vimasco. Questions were raised which included: 

(1) What type tools were used to remove Vimasco? 

(2) What type provisions in procedures existed 
to verify no cable damage had occurred due 
to Vimasco rdAoval? 

(3) Have there been other instances where 
Vimasco was removed and what steps were 
taken to determine if there was any cable 
damage? 

Unresolved item 390/84-66-02 was used tb track the 
problem. This item was closed on June 7, 1985 when 
DNC committed to the following items'
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S4.5.1.2 Site Specific - UBN (continued) 

(1) Restricting the use of sharp tools by using 
other tools such as wooden wedges and 
hammers to remove Vimasco.  

(2) WBN-QCP-1.55, "Seals, Fire Stops, and Cable 
Coatings," was revised to include a 
requirement to visually inspect cable for 
damage after Vimasco was removed but before 
the coating was reapplied.  

In further review of NCRs on the subject. NCR 5094 
also reported cable jacket damage caused by the 
removal of Vimasco. This was the only other 
incident which was uncovered in a review of the NCR 
log.  

A review of the ONP procedure for application of 
Vimasco (HAI-14," Installation and Inspection of 
Electrical Penetration Pressure Seals, Fire-Stop 
Barriers, and Flame-Retardant Cable Coating") did 
not reveal any provisions for ensuring that sharp 
instruments were not used to remove Vimasco. This 
was confirmed in a conversation with a knowledgeable 
Mechanical Maintenance engineer who also stated that 
there was no other ONP procedure where this would 
appear (such as a Special Maintenance Instruction).  

OW-85-007-005 stated that Vimasco was applied to 
cables over dirt and trash such as pieces of 
sandwich and that the work was performed by 
non-electricians. The former CQC supervisor was 
interviewed for information on requirements to clean 
cables prior to application of Vimasco. The 
application process was described as follows: 

(1) Electricians would cut the tie wraps on 
the cables, shake the cables clean, and 
bunch them together.
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WBN (continued)

The supervisor said that WBN-QCP-3.7 required the 
cables to be inspected for cleanliness and signed 
off by a QC inspector before Vimasc was applied.  
WBE-QCP-3.7, Revision 4 confirmed this statement.  
He said that he had talked to the Vimasco 
representatives when they were here for the start of 
the coating program and asked them how clean the 
cables had to be, particularly referring to dust.  
The representatives stated that dust would not pose 
a problem because the coating would still stick to 
the cable; 

The supervisor was confident that there were no 
large pieces of trash left with the cables when they 
were coated. He recalled that some Vimasco had been 
removed when it was applied prior to the cleanliness 
inspection. No NCRs on this particular subject were 
ever discovered.  

XX-85-094-005 dealt with the removal of foam from 
penetrations with a fish hook tool. Two 
knowledgeable CQC inspectors and the former CQC 
supervisor were interviewed about the use of this 
fish hook tool. They had no knowledge of any tool 
of this type being used. However, broom handles and 
fiberglass rods were used and were acceptable. An 
NSRS report (I-85-702-WBN) addressed.breaching fire 
barriers with fish tape in relation to concern 
IN-85-207-002. It was conceivable that the 
concerned individual had meant-fish tape - not fish 
hook. if this was assumed, the NSRS report was 
applicable to XX-85-094-005. This was coordinated 
with the ECTG Operations Subcategory 30402 (which 
was responsible for IN-85-207-002). As a part of 
this report, there was no evidence that any cables 
had been damaged as a result of this practice. The 
corrective action in the report required procedural 
changes to MAI-14 to prohibit the use of fish tape 
to breach fire barriers and training for Maintenance 
personnel not to use fish tape to breach fire 
barriers. These changes and training had been 
completed.
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IN-85-018-004 dealt with supervision not following 
cable pulling procedures. NSRS report I-35-699-WBN 
was reviewed with respect to this concern.  
Information supplied from QTC indicated that the 
problem wan with breaching permits for fire 
barriers. The evaluator determined that the ERT 
report on IN-85-130-002 completely addressed the 
subject and that no further evaluation was necessary 
for this report. IN-85-130-002 was evaluated in 
Operations Subcategory 30601.  

In the investigation for IN-85-130-002, the 
evaluator discovered that before October 17, 1984, 
construction was performing breaching operations 
using a work release which was found in WBNMQCI-l.07 
"Work Control". They were not using PHYSI-2 "Fire 
Protection Plan" Attachment D "Penetration Fire 
Barrier/ABSCE Boundary Door Breaching Permit" 
because this was an ONP procedure. On 
October 17, 1984. a memorandum to the DNC project 
manager from E. R. Ennis requested that DNC breach 
fire barriers using PHYSI-2 to prevent unknown 
degradation of fire boundaries.  

The WBN QA group performed a surveillance of fire 
barrier penetrations and breaching requirements. As 
a result of this surveillance, WB-CAR-85-24 was 
generated. Deficiencies included: 

* Penetrations were breached without an 
Attachment D posted.  

* Attachment Ds were not being initiated as 
required by PHYSI-2.  

* Breached penetrations were not adequately 
tracked.  

The ERT review of PHYSI-2. Revision 21 noted: 

* PHYSI-2 did not require that an Attachment D 
be posted at the breach.  

* There was no maximum time limit for a 
breaching permit.
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* There was no evidence that a fire watch was 
Snotified or established at the breach.  

3* There was no one designated to post permits, 
Sretrieve them, or transport them to the 
SShift Engineer's office upon completion.  

* The criteria for use of Attachment D were 
/ vague.  

S* A punchlist section stated that PHYSI-2 was 
to be implemented gradually until licensing 
when it was to be fully implemented. This 
Scontradicted the E. R. Ennis memorandum 
dated October 17, 1984 mentioned previously.  

The evaluator discovered that DNC was gradually 
: changing over to the Maintenance Request program.  
Interviews with WBN QA and Industrial Safety 

- personnel revealed that most of the ERT items were 
already known and were being addressed in PHYSI-2, 

^Revision 22 which had not been issued at that time.  

ERT performed walkdowns which uncovered that: 

SThree of the 24 penetrations observed had 
Soutdated permits.---- 

* All worko en hese-three penetrations was 
: complete, but the permit had not been 
Sremoved.  

* The Shift Engineer's log had permits six 
months old with no action taken.  

The evaluator reviewed an advance copy of PHYSI-2, 
Revision 22 and was not satisfied. Questions raised 
included: 

* Was the permit to be posted on both sides of 
the breash? 

* Who was responsible for removing the permit 
and transporting it to the Shift Engirteer's 
offico?
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WUBN (ontimned) 

- Who was responsible for aduurini tire seven 
day maximum time limitadnot beei excededd.  
on active permits? 

WB-CAR-85-24rws closed on.aHy 1?7 1985. At that 
time previous-deficient assembliets ad been.  
re.inspectedi -ad DNC had betuh usins-PHYSI-2. -,.A 
sacond walkdowv wi c9nducted after the CAR ysi 
closed and deficiencies weor noted. It was 
suggested that ONP and 4N~ hould review the 
cottrols established for breachint ~ire• barriers and 
to improve them -

The TVA response consisted of detailin bhow fire 
barriers were to beLbreacbed by- OP and DIC. At 
that tiae brreachlng peratts were reiested by DNC 
using SOP-42 "Breach ing and Sealian Belfind Unit One 
Securityi " The Nuclear Services Branch would have 
Mechanicals Maintenanice breach the tire barriers 
through the use of a Maintenanc Request. Al11- .P 
breaches were to be" performed by the Ifchanical' + 
Maintenance Section.L ONP wi•sto review reguireaejts 
to deter~ane itithe total number of breache allowed 
at once shuld -be restricted. This actiod was- ftobe 
compltted by-August. 15, -19S85. _The responsp -as 
aceepteid by the 8tu on JulW26, 195

RT reviewed the response and disagreed that it was 
Sacteptablo. Several questions which had been posed 
previously had not been i.swered.j They included: 

* Since uncontrolled breaching had been 
identified, whowasa to perform an additional 
walkdowa to identif .and correct open 
breaches? ..  

* Was the permit to be posted on bothsi-ade of 
the breach?-

SWho was responsible for assuring the seven 
day maximum time limit was not exceeded on 
a•tive permits?

Further information was given by DNC to answer the 
ERT comsents. They included:

_:' --·-1 
;s~ =
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* A review was conducted by OUP and DOC of the 
Shift Engineer's Log, and all completed 
breaching activities were closed out of the 
log. .

* The permit was to be removed as soon as the 
resealed breach was documented.  

* The seven day time limit on breaching 
duration was not applicable per PHYSI-2, 
Revision 24.  

* QC was not required to sign the permit 
because Attactment 0 was for administrative 
control. The acceptance criteria were found 
on the restoration documents.  

* The Shift Engineer was to trdrismit the 
Attachment Ds to Documenu "'ntrol.

* All breaches with expired completion dates 
were resealed.  

* All open breaching permits were reviewed for 

completeness and corrected as needed. In 
the future, this was to be performed by the 
Shift Engineer and the initiator.  

* All breaches without a permit posted were 
resealed.  

* ONP had scheduled SI walkdowns to detect and 
reseal nonconforming breaches.  

In addition, questions posed by ERT were answered as 
follows: 

* The breaching permit was posted on only one 
side of the breach.  

* The craft supervisor or designee was 
responsible for taking the completed 
breaching permit to the Shift Engineer's 
office for closure.
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - WB (continued) 

For this evaluation, no evidence of a 100-percent 
valkdovn of all fire barriers was discovered.  
C-^ onsequently, the lechanical Raintenance engineer 
responsible for maintaining the fire barriers was 
interviewed to verify the walkdowns were complete.
They had been conducted in November through December 
1985 and all identified problems were repaired at 

S that time. These walkdons were nov under the 
SSurveillance instruction program and wore to be 
conductrid every 18 months by the Rechanical 

- -i _Maintenance Section. He also stated that P1•SI-2 
- had been revised to limit the number of breaches to 

25 in order to provide better control of breaching.  

A memorandua from 8. R. Easis to 6. WVdewitz dated 
June 21, 1985 T10 850618 908) emphasized how the 
breaching procedure was to be handled. Any 
penetration associated with unit I operation was to 
be breached using a maintenance request and PHYSI-2, 
Attachaent D. All penetrations not required for 
unit I operation were to become pert of this program 
upon the architectural transfer of the area in which 
the penetrations were located.  

PHlSI-2, Revision 26 and SOP-42, Revision 2 were 
reviewed to determine how the breaching program had 
evolved since 1985. The masimum number of breaches 
allowed remained at 25. A difference in who was to 
breach fire barriers was discovered. The Rechanical 
alintenance Section was still responsible for 

breaching penetrations for O1P. Remver, the 
Nodifications Section was responsible for breaching 
penetrations for PDC. Bott groups were to use 
P8f1S-2, Attachment D to breach. 80P-42 was an 
administrative procedure which outlined how DNC was 
to request OP to breach unit I tire barriers. This 
procedure was found to be out-of-date in that it 
referenced tho Nuclear Services Branch which had 
been aerged with Modificatlons.

---;-;;;~- C1-- -- -~I$· -..i.  
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4.5.1.2 Site Specific - BN (continued) 

All breaching on penetrations not required for unit 
1 operation but which had been documeted used 
SW8-QCI-1.60, "Work Control." At transfer of the 
penetration, the procedure used became PlTSI-2, 
Attachment D and the penetration became part of 
the Surveillance Instruction program.  

4.5.1.3 Site Specific - SQM 

The fireproofing issue was covered under cable 
coating and fire barriers. In relation to cable 
Scoating problemn. lLAI-13. Revision 6. "Electrical 
Pressure Seal. Firestop Barrier, and Flame etardant 
Cable Coatings and SQl Inspection Instruction A4.  
Revision 1 and Revision Inspection of Electrical 
Penetration Seals and Firestop Barriers were 
reviewed for any precautions agtaist the use of 
sharp instruments to remove Flamemtic (the cable 
coating used at SQl and B11) and for the acceptance 
criteria for the application depth of the coating.  

The application depth was the sam value (3/16 inch 
S1/16 inch) as at WM. There was no warning 

iaainst the use of sharp tools to rmove the 
coating. Therefore, one Hodification and three 
Electrical Haintenance personnel were nlterviewed to 
determine if there were ayl other procedures which 
night have a precaution against the use of sharp 
tools to remove Flammastie. There was no other 
procedure. However, in the discussion with a 
knowledgeable seneral foreman, it woe determined 
that it was not approved practice to use sharp 
instrumlnts to remov the coating. He also stated 
that they had not reseved Flaem atie except at 
penetrations where the cables were teroinated. Here 
the procedure was to flex the cable until the 
coating cracked and then peel it off.  

The SQN Generic Concerns Task Force report on 
0-8S-00707-04 and JN-86-262-002 was reviewed for 
adequacy of flndings and conclusions. The Joslyt 
Research Center report on the effect of Flmaeastic 
on cable Mapacitie. was reviewed along with the task 
force report. The task force report leaned heavily
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4.5.1.3 Site Specific - SC (coatinsed) 

on the Joslyn report in sot verifylag the coneras.  
SOs further study, the Josly report was preatically 
identical to the Factory latuml report written o 
the effects of Vimase. the Vim oe report bad been 
questitese by the I std the same findiag was 
Sreached o the Joslyn report. This conclsioM was 
that the effect of Flemmstic on cables had not 
be e decamested to corrlate the test results 
Sspecifically to all cambe applicatios at SI.  

As stated ti satoes 4.S.1.2, amw pcity table 
wre g u erat Is -12.6.3 i - .. 3 hic clude the 
derttisa effects of cable coattas. As a reult of 
the cbeksos Is the tables the eadeuacy of i stasled 
Scebles became gotieoble. Aa lterview with the 
respo9asible a ossite enginer stated tht a 
samplis progrm for apepity wuld be con•cted at 
SW similar to the progri at Ut. oweve, 
presently ther wa os procedure rafted for 
saplis• . Problems rnegSrd cable eoatisn derstin 
woe evaluated in tLslawfi SIp efet report 
240.0 (8) end wre to be coveed is subeateory 
2400.  

There w a sm westie tat the narmmstle coetig 
had esceeded tih limit set by =I for depth of 
costing. A wldemw of the Cable Spread Ro 
resulted Is trays (VC, VC. esd W) wbieh apared 
to bae excessive coating. It was moted that thtse 
treay were sema- trayse that safety-related 
trays wre muc eater.  

Survellace lastruties, SI-233.l. "Viseu 
lapectie of Peoetrttle Fire Irrlers-neheilta*, 
SI-233.2, "Visul laspetle of Peetratle Fire 
sarrlters-lectrlcal, aUd Phsieel Security 
Jlstretioe, PISX-13. "Fires, wre reviwed for th 
controls used to broacl fire barrirs. Am Interviw 
as lso coadeI ted with Ut lafety Sectls 

Supervisor on the sm subject. Frre this rivlw it 
was deterlaed that QI had only Oe procedue for 
coatrol of breachig fire barrier (PITSI-lI). TLher 
was ms problem with ttempted cotrol through 
multiplo orgarltstlos as at IM. It was also 
verified that there as a sorvoellaso program sl 
plceo « o asure the stegrity of the peetratlio 
fire barriers ws maistalned.
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4.5.1.3 Site Specltic - S1 (cetisued) 

lt regard to a coaoe 0m the uw of a fish book 
tool to breach pentratios. eMdifications Od 
SAdditions Istructioe NAT-13. "Blectrile1 Preso e 
SSel, Firtetop Borrier, sad Vm Itardat Cable 
Coatiang, wm rowlewd to detewmlm it a book tool 
•• m *eeptable ua a mtheo of brebekoi fire 
ba rriers. o wvidesae of this instsrmet m 
foeud. Howe r, the preoedure allowd the iWo of a 
metallic breaebla tool. i M forema as regairt 
to sto san sil the dat sheet thathe tool mw 
Sfree of burrs sad rarp edges before m.  

Sterelovws wr coadeuted with a ktloedgeable 
lodificetioe sueprviser sed aseral tfoem to 
Sdetornise it ftish boo tool wa useo to brooe 
pepotratioai . thy state tiht a fish eook tool n 
not used to breach fire bIeriers. Therefor, a at 
WM, it me seemed that the coeard ildividel 
had masf t to use the tSer fish tape.  

Fish tap ao acceptabl mwtl to breach fi 
barrieors as doe ed In MAI-13. h probt#a ha 
Sbou identified d t tto th ue of fih tape.  

4.S.1.4 Sito Specific - Wni 

Coaeer sasber I--S-007-004 desrrted a eoedtite 
imLolvig oeorHesiv calo cotlagp s thiek that 
bhet coeld met disuipate. Coeewen aSb 
In-6-•I-5005 dealt with eable bueched logethe i 
cable tray to mae It easier to cow them loe 
resultls• it beat beildup. Disessies with three 
Mn eorimets reveled tbot WA eemittd to the 
costiet of usped Mts e of *ectriel ea6• l 
(W•etlMr divislosal or Met) throughet the econdary 
conatlamit arwe of the Gacter huildlie, Desel 
G8eerator Bulidlnge, Istaeo Pqlg Itatioe (JIP).  
IPS cable turnl. nd eable spreadia rot s u part 
of the Fire ecovry Progrem, tolliesg the larch 
22, 197• fire. After pplatlest of thi Flmemtic 
fire reto~ t ear. t oat t me disoredw that TAl 
had applied the ceatla thick th • recemeaded by 
the masu cturer.
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4.5.1.4 Site Specific - DBU (eestais ed 

DeRiae of orrective setee report e w 
W-lCAI--0f reveled the folila dscf iptote of 
the purbles: 

U-l . lmms n n sti e stlt electrical 
Icables bee bet ailed ls xces of 1/4 
iuck a l l m thiblcess reamuOwI!Ia by the 
vasder. The ceastoiag I s cases msy bo 
1/2 ta eb r tleter. Tar is aso 
ampeiety dertatafh ts evalw ble feo 
coattags Ia *eess et 1/4 lbck.  

The pparet ese -ue stated a folle m: 

l*sIadequte admnistrative ceatrl ower the 
aplicate was th major eease the 
excessive coatmes.0 

Correctivw sacti e described s follews: 

betoerlse the apeity fde•tlg rM ient 
fr cables d e to Ue eve III of cable 
trIys ad th eseesslv plicatioe of the 
F lumm tle stitag. Swlnate the 
Scapacty at the affeetd cable ean 
resolve Oy detfltleies. Ay su cables 
lIstalled sbll leve a fleem rter4deet 
jacket (imB 383) ad the use e 

lmnamM itte s as langer required.  

Is rspeso to W -M-*S071 US deivlope a 
settee pla to detmine theo deroting effect of 
lanmm tie nd to eovalte the effect ea 

Istallattee. As a U rest, Jelps re sr 
enter test ie r 85-433. was eeedvted to 

detemr e the *ffeet ee cable Mpsety for 
•eals tIbicees of flmustle (free 1/4 

ltck to l ahes ry). Jeelys Ketoarc Ce ter 
test report titled Tt spt of tffeet of 
flmmettle IA sad flamemste v' Firo
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4.S.1.4 site peifle -Il (cestim4e

Prtectve Coatings as tem me lty ft A 
e1peE Powr Ms1 Crase abC AsseMly T wt4 
fo The Toen sem Valley AMstewitr* 
witts to premmt th tot rests. Als.  
Gait4 t•tisrges was etrmate kby WA to 
"iMd Met maal t Me asy f ist.ll 
caue. The 1ttie ralts am revfable.  

MeaMer, Wf-CA-6-M wa later witte 
dsaMt tiae altl sli mem proesiee 
il quMestsledt tihe -Mla.  

alvw eof W4-3-40 RevealS m h" to flelint 
a-dee coeitla: 

*C.trary to the rPirotests of 
MI5-I.70 .• I-S.2.U11, SI-4*S.2.t.  
10 Cp no, appeO 5 a (Offie etof 

iani s WFecedret MW-•1, the 
flemsmiet etty itagim ad the 

lidemi Mlasut tlIe (W-I-4m) do me 
meet the rlirn s tfor the p•rrM
tof et imsp lpctle v r if•tlatioe 

eltpa Baeo* Costa teat en 4r 
sawme that the aly vrtrable attetiag t 
tsot reslt was -* th a tl ese f teating, at 
so attM sn sM to Setm rdise the test 
rmalta to neosat for the tiffterei bet 
the test seoitles at the u delga 
last"tellt eti tltes.  

As a result of the s ro est led pIb 
idtatlteis4 F -CAM-41S. V.I. Iaghla 
Issed a sesreaes aI Sefpteomr 6. 1986.  
titled "Cw~rrtive Aitls atO Sem- tl Preo 
rFr Slectrtl t Cabl*e tarp tyl beir t Irs ded 
4t~ctlie for each p "et to p "ed is 
estabtlllSg a mew smelptg pocedre to 
detemsi the adela of elctri al Cables 
with respect to their a-eIty ranlg.  
At the wittli of this rprt, each project wa 
is the pr•es of witllta wItkdo procedu r 
Sielh s set evailable for review.
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4.5.1.4 Site Snpcific - BFN (continued) 

Generic concern number IN-86-268-002 dealt with 
removing cable cctings with sharp objects. An 
interview with a DNE engineer revealed BFN 
would route a new cable rather than re ove 
cable coatings. However this did not cover 
work performed on a damaged or spliced cable 
The concern was not factual at BFN. However, 
there was no precaution in site procedures top 
prevent sharp objects from being used.  

Concern number IN-85-018-004 involv-a breaching 
a fire barrie to pull cable withoutthe proper 
fiore Discussions conducted with two 
knowledgeable Modificattonsenginelrs revealed 
the following concerning the use or imaproper 
breaching found at BFN: Standard Practice = 

BF14.15 and form BF-32 ire deleted and 
incorporated into FPP-01 ,ithout notifying 
Blectrical Modifications. As a result, KII-75 
was instructing site personnel to use the wrong 
form for breaching fire barriers. For this 
reason, all breaching of cable fire barriers 
were stopped at BPM until new instructions 
could be written and approved in a new site 
procedure (which was being drafted).  

Review of Discrepancy Report number BF-DR-0397 
dated August 11, 1986, revealed the following 
statement concerning the use of improper forms 

-to breach fire barriers: 

"Standard Practice BF14.15 and Form BF-32 
were deleted and incorporated in FPP-001 
without coordinating the change with all 
affected sections. Modifications has the 
responsibility for NHI-75, but was not 
informed of the change. This resulted in 
a Plant Operation Review Conmittee 
approved procedure referring to a 
procedure which has been deleted."
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Review of Mechanica 
Revision 1, reveale 
I concerning the use 
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(continued) 

1 Maintenance Instruction HNI-7S,.  
d the following statement 
of fire barrier breaching permits: 

will be filled out by the 
foreman or cognizant 
eer. A copy of BF32 shall be 
tted to the-QA supervisor by 
raft foreman. The original 
will be placed at the r 
ion of the breaching and : 

remain there until the fire 
has been restored. If the 
stop breach is not initiated 
n eight hours after the BF-32
sued, that BF-32 shall be 
d and the shift engineer so 
ied. Another form BF-32 must 
sued prior to beginning the 
h."

From this statement, it was apparent that the wrong 
form was being used to breach firer barriers.  

Concern number XX-85-094-005 dealt with improper 
fire barrier breaching tools such as an "illegal" 
fish hook type tool. - -evidence of the use of a 
fish hook tool was discovered. During the Fire 
Recovery Program, Modifications was instructed to 
use a metallic split conduit tool with a plastic 
head to push through Room Temperature Vulcanizing 
(RTV) foam to make an opening for pulling new 
cable. Due to a problem with the plastic head 
slipping off and sometimes being caught in the foam, 
this device was discontinued. Later, non-metallics, 
such as a sharpened wooden broom stick handle, were 
used. Modifications now used a fiberglass wand.
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4.5.1.5 Site Specific - BLN

It

Generic concern number OW-85-007-004 described a 
condition involving excessive cable coatings.  
Generic concern number IN-86-259-005 dealt with 
cables bunched together in cable trays to make it 
easier to cover them. Concern IN-86-268-002 dealt 
with cable coatings removed with sharp instruments.  
Discussion with a knowledgeable Quality Assurance 
Manager revealed that no fire retardant cable 
coatings had been used atiBLN. _Also, there was no 
procedure at BLN to apply cable coatings in the 
future because cables at BLN were to be qualified in: 
accordance with the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 383-1974 which 
didjgt require cable coatings.  

Review of L.S. Cox's memorandum to J.P. Darling 
dated March 24, 1986 (C20 860325 683) revealed that 
fire retardants were not to be used on cables at BLN.  

BLN specific concern number XX-85-094-00S dealt with 
an "illegal" fish hook type tool which was used to 
remove the foam on penetrations so more cable could 
be pulled. NCR 4222 was reviewed and the apparent 
cause of damage to cable identified therein occurred 
due to.a "hbok type" digging tool commonly used for 
removing fireseals. The cable identified in the NCR 
was reworked and the NCR was closed out. The NCR 
was determined by DNC to be insignificant.  

Concern number IN-85-018-004 involved breaching a 
fire barrier without the proper form. Review of 
Quality Control Procedures BNP-QCP-5.18, Revision 
11, and BNP-QCP-10.6, Revision 18, revealed a work 
release form was required before breaching a cable 
tray fire stop. The form, obtained from Attachment 
A of BNP-QCP-10.6, required applicable drawing 
identification, location, component UNID, special 
instructions, procedures, precautions, and 
engineering approval.

*.'. yw-y, 
.-i
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4.5.1.5 Site Specific - BLN (continued) 

The evaluator witnessed a breach of a cable tray 
fire barrier to observe the type of tool which was 
currently being used to breach fire barriers.  
During the breach, the Quality Control Inspector 
provided work release form 56023, and:the form was 
completed with proper signatures as required. The -z.  
breaching tool was made~from a metal split conduit 
with a wooden head locked down with a cable tiewr-ap 
to a metal pipe. This was determined to be thesame 
tool which had been used at SQN and WBN but had been 
discontinued at both sites due to the size of the 
tool and the limited amount of space available at 

- -penetrations for new cables. Discussion with the QC 

inspector revealed that BLN did not currently have a 
problem due to the amount of space available at the 
cable tray penetrations.  

4.S.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.5.2.1 Generic 

The findings were handled on a site specific basis 
for this issue.  

4.5.2.2 Site Specific - WBN 

Concern IN-85-186-002 dealt with incorrect fire 
wrap. This concern was not verified' as factual 
after destructive examination of two installations 
in the area in question revealed no problems.  

Concern IN-85-733-002 reported that insulators were 
inserting cables in penetrations. The concern was 
not verified as factual in the PHO report written 
for the concern. The evaluation agreee with the 
report. The international agreement between the 
electrician's union and the insulator's union 
specified the tasks to be performed by each union in 
breaching and pulling cables through penetrations.  
In this division of duties, electricians tore to 
install cables. Interviews with an electrical job 
steward, an electrical superintendent, and a goneral 
foreman did not reveal any discrepancies.
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-- 4.5.2.2 Site Specific - WBN (con :inued)

IN-86-028-003, IN-86-259-005, and OW-85-007-004 
dealt with bunching cables and coating them with 
Vimasco so thickly that heat was not allowed to 
dissipate. NSRS report I-85-569-WBN was reviewed in 
relation to these concerns. The roport validated 
that cables were bunched together fn:Vl, V2, and V3 
(low, medium, and control) level trays but not in V4 
(4809)-or V5 (6900V) level trays. However, the V1, 
V2, and V3 level cables were bunched based on 
approval by DNE. The concern with heat buildups was 
not validated because (1) cables in V4 and VS level 
trays were not bunched, (2) cables in V1, V2, and V3 
level trays were based on a random arrangement, and 
(3) evaluations conducted by DNE. However, the 
report concluded that though evidence appeared to 
support that overheating of cables due to the 
Vimasco coating was not a problem, the effects of 
Vimasco with respect to ampacity had not been 
specifically documented for all VBN applications.  
-The report asked that documentation be provided to 
show the ampacity effect of the Vimasco coating on 
cables. It also asked that WBN applications be 
reviewed to determine that no problems existed with 
present cable sizes. The NSRS later recommended 
that there be testing of WBN cables with conditions 
typical for installed cables. As a result, the 
ampacity tablesa-ere updated to incorporate the 
effect of VimasTo and placed in DS-E12.6.3. A 
sampling procedure had been drafted at VBN to ensure 
the adequacy of installed cable size in relation to 
ampacity considerations. However, no satisfactory 
response to the recommendation on testing cables for 
typical conditions In the plant had been received.  
-IN-86-028-003, IN-86-259-005, and OW-85-007-004 were 
factual and identified a problem, but corrective 
action for the problem was initiated before the 
employee concerns evaluation of the issue was 
undertaken.

....... m
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4.5.2.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

IN-86-268-002 dealt with the removal of Vimasco with 
sharp instruments. The concern was found factual 
due to NCRs 5094 and 5612. The response to these 
NCRs was to prohibit the use of sharp tools to 
remove Vimasco and to provide a requirement to 
visually inspect cable before Vimasco was 
reapplied. This was added to DNC instructions but 
had not been included in OMNPprocedares. The 
concern presented a problem for which corrective 
actioa had been, or was being, taken as a result of 
an employee concerns evaluation.  

OW-85-007-005 was not verified as factual in an 
interview with the former section supervisor of the 
group which rnspected-the coating application. The 
-concern reported that the coating was applied over 
dirt and large pieces of trash. The cleanliness of 
the cable was a QC hold point which had to be signed 
off prior to the application of the coating.  

XX-85-094-005 dealt with the use of a fish hook tool 
to breach fire barriers. The use of this type tool• 
was not verified as being factual in conversations 
with two CQC inspectors and the former CQC 
supervisor. UBN was using fiberglass rods or wooden 
broom handles to breach fire barriers. NSRS report 
I-85-702-VBN was discovered which dealt with the use 
of fish tape to breach penetrations. It was assumed 
that the concerned individual had meant fish tape.
The use of fish tape to breach penetrations was 
factual. The corrective action had been completed.  
It consisted of revising MAI-14 to prohibit the use 
of fish tape and training maintenance personnel not 
to use fish tape to breach fire barriers.  

IN-85-018-004 was found factual in NSRS report 
1-85-699-WBN and the ERT report on IN-85-130-002.  
This concern dealt with the inadequate control of 
breaching permits. The investigation discovered 
that ONP and DNC were using two different procedures 
to administratively control the breaching process.
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4.5.2.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

DNC and ONP now use PHYSI-2,-Attachment D to breach 
fire barriers. Mechanical Maintenance breached for 
ONP and Modifications breached for DNC. The fire 
barriers were under the SI program and were walked 
down every 18 months. The only discrepancy noted 0 
was that SOP-42 (the DNC procedure which outlined 
how DNC was to request a breach behind the security 
barrier) referenced the Nuclear Services Branch 
group which no longer existed. The concern was 
factual and presented a problem-for which corrective 
action had been, or was being, taken as the result 
of an employee concerns evaluation.  

4.5.2.3 Site Specific - SQN 

The portion of the investigation conducted at SQN which 
dealt with removal of cable coating with sharp 
instruments was not verified in conversations with 
Modifications and Electrical-Maintenance personnel.  
The only example of the removal of Flamemastic was at 
penetrations where the cables were terminated. The 
procedure here was to flex the cable until the coating 
cracked and then to peel it off. However, there was 
nothing in site procedures which prevented their use or 
any provisions for inspecting the cable for damage after 
the coating was removed. Therefore, the issue was 
factual and presented a problem for which corrective 
action had been, or was being, taken as a result of an 
employee concerns evaluation.  

The portion of the SQN investigation which dealt with the 
use of cable coatings and their effects on cable ampacity 
was factual. New ampacity tables, which were used to 
size cable, were developed to incorporate the effects of 
Flamemastic. This meant that all cables pulled and 
coated prior to the issuance of this table were in 
question. An evaluation of as-installed cables was 
scheduled. However, no work had been completed at the 
time this report was written. Therefore, the concern 
presented a problem for which corrective action had been, 
or was being, taken as a result of an employee concerns 
evaluation.
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4.5.2.3 Site Specific - SQN (continued) 

The site procedural control concern (IN-85-018-004) 
was not verified factual at SQN. The problem at-WBN, 
had resulted from the fact that multiple 
organizations were breaching fire barriers. This 
was not the case at SQN. They had only cne 
procedure for breaching fire barriers. They also 
had a surveillance program in place to verily a e 
integrity of the penetration fire barriers. 

The use of a fish hook Instrument to breach fire 
barriers was not verified factual in interviews with 
a cognizant Modifications supervisor and general 
foreman. However, fish tape was allowed in 
L&AI-13. This was assumed to be the problem 

material. Fish tape had been deleted from MAI-14 it 
WBN a1 d this should be evaluated at SQN.

4.5.2.4 Sit)QSpecific - BFN

Generic concern numbers OW-85007-7004 and 
IN-86-259-005 described a condition involving 
bunched cables and excessive cable coatings. Based 
on discussions with three cognizant DNE engineers 
and review of Corrective Action Report number 
BF-CAR-86-0078, the concer- was found factual.  
Cable coatings could be found thicker than 174-inch 
throughout the plant which was in excess of the 
manufacturer's recommendation. At the writing of 
this report, BFN was in the process of writing a 
walkdown procedure. The concerns were factual and 
identified a problem, but corrective action for the 
problem was initiated before the employee concerns 
evaluation of the issue was undertaken.  

Generic concern number IN-85-018-004 involved 
breaching a fire barrier to pull cable without the 
proper form. Based on discussions with two 
cognizant Modifications engineers and review of 
Discrepancy Report number BF-DR-0397, BFN had been 
using improper forms to breach fire barriers.  
Therefore the concern was factual and identified a 
problem, but corrective action for the problem was 
initiated before the evaluation of the issue was 
undertaken. All breaching of electrical fire 
barriers was suspended until areaching procedures 
were correct.

TVA EMPLOYEE CONCERNS 
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Ž r 4.5.2.4 Site Specific - BFP (continued) 

Generic concern number XI-85-094-005 dealt with 
Simproper breaching of fire barriers with an 

S-illegal" fish hook type tool. However, the concern 
was not a problem at BFN because they used a 
fiberglass wand to breach fire barriers. Therefore, 
the concern could not be verified as factual.  

4.5.2.5 Site Specific - BUL 

' Generic concern number 13-86-268-002 dealt with 
removing cable coatings with sharp objects. This 
particular concern was not verified as factual 
because cable coatings were not used at BLN. 1R3 

Generic concern-number OW-85-007-004 involved 
excessive cable coatings and generic concern number 
IN-86-259-005 dealt with cable which was bunched 
before Vi-asco was applied. This was not a problem 

Sat BLN because table coatings were not used, 
Stherefore, the conceru was not verified factual.  

SiN specific concern number XX-85-094-005 described 
S- an""illegal" fish book type tool used to reaove RTV 
at cable tray penetrations. Use of this type device 
was described in NCR 4212. The identified cable-was 
reworked. Therefwre, the concern was factual and 
identified a problem, but correctiveaction for the 

* problem was inititated before the evaluation of the 
issue was undertaken. BLV was observed in the field 
: to currently be using a mekal split conduit type 
tool with a wooden head to breach fire harriers.  

Generic concern number 1N-85-018-004 involved 
breaching fire barriers without the proper form.  
The proper form was found in Attachment A of 
BNP-QCP-10.6 which required applicable drawing 

S-idertification, location, component unique 
identification, special instructions, procedures, 
precautions, and engineering approval. A:field 
Sevaluation of a breach revealed no problems.  
Therefore, the concern was not verified as factual.
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4.6 Haintaining Cables 

Based on the findings of this element the issue raised by the 

subject employee concerns was factual.  

4.6.1 Discussion 

4.6.1.1 Generic 

The findings were handled on a site specific basis 
for this issue.  

4.6.1.2 Site Specific - WBN 

Concern EX-85-092-003 dealt with steel filings found 
in conduit which could cause damage to cables.  
WBN-QCP-3.05, Revision 25, "Installation, 
Inspection, and Testing of Insulated Control, 
Signal, and Power Cable4," and WBN-QCP-3.03, 
Revision 19 (draft), "Inspection of Electrical 
Conduit and Junction Boxes," were reviewed to 
determine if there were any site requirements to 

-- ensure the condulet covers were installed after (1) 
- the conduit was installed or (2) cables were pulled 

in the conduit. It was assumed the problem was 
encountered with respect to uncovered condulets 
since provision wis made for sealing conduit ends.  

Interviews with a former responsible EQC inspector 
and EQC supervisor revealed that no efforts were 
made to install condulet covers until just prior to 
the conduit transfers (which were among the last 
transfers made). Examples of conduit which were 
found to be dirty due to the fact that condulet 
covers had not been installed were discovered in the 
unit 2 Boron Injection Tank Room on elevation 713.  
One of the examples was full of metal filings, dust, 
and rocks while the other one had been used as an 
ashtray. A review of NAI-3 and KAI-13 (the ONP 
procedures for installing cables and conduit) 
revealed that ONP did not have provisions for 
installing condulet covers in their nrocedures.  
This issue was also evaluated in Construction 
Subcatrgory 19200. This issue was evaluated by the 
19200 subcategory at all plant sites.
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4.6.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

Concern numbers IN-85-346-001 and IN-85-374-001 
reported cable which was left unprotected on the 

Sfloor after they were pulled through conduit.  
WBN-QCI-3.05, "Cable Installation," WBN-QCP-3.05, 
S"Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Insulated 
Control, Signal, and Power Cables," and 
SWBN-QCI-1.36, "Storage and Housekeeping," were 
reviewed for requirements of cable protection after 
it was pulled and prior to termination. From this 
Sreview, it was determined that cables are allowed to 
be coiled up and unterainated if the equipment was 
not ready for termination. The only precautions 
stated were to have the cables out of walkways and 
not to have them kinked or bent over sharp edges 
(stepi 6.4.6.5.8 and 6.4.6.8 of WBN-QCI-1.36). A 
walkdown was conducted on elevations 772, 737, and 
713. -Two examples were located where cables were on 
Sthe floor. One of the examples was 2-3V-81-9246A 
and 2-3A-81-5665 located unner the unit 2 Boron 
Injection Tank (the example given in concern 
IN-85-346-001). An interview was conducted with the 
DNC system 81 engineer about these cables. He 
stated that they had just been working on the cables 
to prepare them for termination when a hold was 
Splaced on terminations involving Raychem products.  
He was to have the cables recoiled. The other 
Sexample was found on the motor drive Auxilx ry 
Feedwater level control valves platform on_=elevation 
S737. In both casei- 1i~ should be emphasited that-th-.  
cables were in out(ofth-tatrare.is. Sitcei tIe1
pro edutes did haiveLprove J for profeetitn- c1 -.  
S.-t -idifi iet -Chh 'ct ib nteTaieiits o

-pefroried -fie housikeepj." Ikdowsa- shogad -; 
instructed to pay ioar_ einon to k••kt-CreI ..

INI--BS-373-001 reporte d-dag4d cabi*- Ef-ie utint 2 _ 
Reactor- Bu ld ajRod Drive GoCtr : Csbinet.- NSRS 
report I-85--23-WBN was reviewed wlt- respect t _ 
this concern. :The report77ta d :thAt the-_ih.aei in 
question were damaged anlhatl he RB- of •the.
Sconductors had been violued- In responae l DpC kQC 
inspectors were sent to the area. They_-eamined the 
cable and determined that there was no violationlof 
NBR and that the damage consisted of a nick-n1 the
insulation which did not require repair.
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4.6.1.3 Site Specific - SQN 

There was no evaluation of this issue at SQN.  

4.6.1.4 Site Specific - BFN 

- There was no evaluation of this issue at BFN.  

4.6.1.5 Site Specific - BLN 

There was no evaluation of this issue at B5I.  

4.6.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.6.2.1 Generic 

There were no generic findings for this issue.

4.6.2.2 Site Specific - WBN

EX-85-092-003 reported steel filings in conduit 
which could damage cable. The concern was found 
factual in an examination of conduit in the unit 2 
Boron Injectio• Tank Room. This could be attributed 
to the fact that there were no provisions for 
installing condule covers until just prior to the 
conduit transfers and after all cables were pulled.  
This was true for ONP and DNC. Concern number 
EX-85-092-003 presented a problem for which 
corrective action had been, or was being, taken as a 
result of an employee concerns evaluation.  

IN-85-346-001 and IN-85-374-001 were found factual 
in a walkdown of various plant areas. These 
concerns reported cable which was left unprotected 
on the floor after it was pulled but before 
termination. Only two examples of improperly 
maintained cables were discovered. The problem was 
not widespread. A review of WBN-QCI-1.36 revealed 
in step 6.6.3 on page 16 of 17 that Assistant 
Construction Superintendents were responsible for 
monthly inspections of their areas of 
responsibilities. More emphasis was needed 
concerning observation of cable maintenance after 
pulling. The concerns presented a problem for which 
corrective action had beett, or was being, taken as a 
result of the employee concerns evaluation.
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4.6.2.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

SIN-85-373-001 was found factual in NSRS report 
T-85-123-WBN. The report stated that cables in the 
unit 2 RB Rod Drive Control Cabinet were damaged and 
had been bent beyond the NBR values. However, no 
problems were discovered during inspection by DNC 
EQC personnel. The evaluation agreed with the 
response to the report. The concern was factually 
accurate, but what it described was not a problem 
(i.e.. not a condition requiring corrective action 
by ONP).  

4.6.2.3 Site Specific - SQ• 

There was no evaluation at SQN.  

4.6.2.4 Site Specific - BSN 

There was no evaluation at BFN.  

4.6.2.5 Site Specific - BLM 

There was no evaluation at BLN.  

4.7 Insulation Damate 

Based on the findings of this element, the issue raised was factual.  

4.7.1 Discusulon 

4.7.1.1 Generic 

The findings were handled on a site specific basis 
for this issue.  

4.7.1.2 Site Specific - WBN 

This issue was not evaluated at WEN.  

4.7.1.3 Site Specific - SQN 

00-85-005-014 dealt with insulation which was cut 
off of a cable routed to the Condenser Circulating 
Water gate hoist motors. Interviews were conducted 
with two Electrical Maintenance engineers and one 
Operations Section individual to determine the 
location and function of these motors. The 
conversations revealed that these motors were used 
to control the-gates which prevented the backflow of
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4.7.1.3 Site Specific - SQU (continued) 

hot Condenser Circulating Water to the intake when 
the Essential Raw Cooling Water pumps were located 
at the initial intake pumping station. This was a 
necessary precaution needed to maintain the 
Essential Raw Coolins Water supply temperature 
requirements. However, the Essential Raw Cooling 
Water pumps had been moved to another intake 
structure and the need for the backflow gates no 
longer existed. Currently, these gates had been 
blocked in the open position and the subject cables 
bad been de-energized.  

A field evaluation of these motors verified that 
they were numbered as the concerned individual 
stated, and they had been taken out of service as 
described above. The field evaluation did reveal a 
disconnected cable inside a control panel with a tag 
referencing workplan 11043. A review of this 
workplan revealed that work was done to remove 
several instruments from service. This was required 
according to Engineering Change Notice L5720. A 
review of this qotice revealed that it gave the same 
information concerning these gates as stated above.  

The SQN system 27 Systems engineer was interviewed 
on the specifics of how the gate hoist motors had 
been removed from service. The engiteer discovered 
that the breakers were open with a Caution Order 
attached. Based on the fact that the subject cables 
were not energized, were no longer needed, and had 
been taken out of service, the need for further 
evaluation-coqcerning this item was not required.  

A similar concern (00-85-005-003) was evaluated in 
QA/QC SQN element report 80203.  

4.7.1.4 Site Specific - BFN

This issue was not evaluated at BFN.
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4.7.1.5 Site Specific - BLI 

IBP QCP-10.35-7 dealt with thermocouple insulation 
damage for Makeup and Decay Heat Pumps which when 
repaired might not have been inspected. A review of 
IC~s 1101 and 1087 revealed the wires for the 
thermocouples for these pumps had been overheated to 
the point that the insulation had partially melted 
and that tho wires were bent at a sharp angle and 
were exposed through the insulation. The 
observation was made that since the damaged wiring 
was embedded in the motor windings, the damage to 
the wiring might jndicate damage to the motor 
itself. For this reason, both NCEs were determined 
to be significant as defined by 10 CPR 50.55(e). A 
memorandum from R. N. Hodges to W. R. Dahnke dated 
November 13, 1979 (NMB 791113 121) acknowledged NCR 
1087 had been upgraded to significant with the 
requirement that the motors be restored to their 
warrantied conditions by Babcock and Wilcox.  

The first interim report to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission dated December 21, 1979, on NCRs 1087 and 
1101 (A27 791221 005) essentially restated the 
problem with the wiring and indicated that the 
damage occurred prior to receipt at the site. It 
indicated that Babcock "d Wilcox had been directed 
to repair the damage. The fourth Interim report to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission dated 
October 7, 1980, on NCEs 1087 and 1101 
(A27 801008 004) contained notification that TVA had 
received the Westinghouse procedure for testing the 
motors. The fifth interim report reviewed was 
contained in a memorandum from J. A. Raulston to 
L. N. Hills dated February 21, 1981 (NEB 810224 
275). It stated that TVA was waiting on 
Westinghouse site representation before running the 
test mentioned In the fourth interim report.  

The work of repairing the leads was performed under 
Babcock and Wilcox field change number PC-ll0. The 
inspection and test records were reviewed. There 
were provisions for Inspecting the work while It was 
being performed. There was also a sign off for 
ratisfactory thermocouple repair. Westinghouse
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4.7.1.5 Site Specific - BIN (continued) 

certified the thermocouples to have the same 
reliability as if repairs had not been required in a 
letter to TVA (NEB 811027 605).  

A memorandua from R. R. Hoesly to L. S. Cox dated 
February 18, 1986 (B45 860218 251), was generated in 
response to concern BNP QCP-10.35-7. The cause of 
the damage was given. It was stated that all the 
thermocouples were terainated in a central box.  
This box was removed to drill holes in it for 
conduit installation. In the process, the 
insulation for the thermocouples began to crack.  
Since the portion of the leads inside the motor 
housing were not subjected to the same abusive 
handling as the portion in the junction box, there 
was no reason to assume that the thermocouple 
insulation inside the motor housing was damaged.  
The function of the thermocouples was given as a 
means to provide temperature measurements from the 
motor stator/bearings to detect problems with 
overheating. It was stated that if the 
thermocouples did become junctioned at some point 
other than the intended, as mentioned in the 
concern, the thermocouples would still detect 
changes in motor operating temperatures. The 
memorandum cited the repair, and the fact that the 
thermocouples were recertified by Westinghouse as 
actions which lenaded a high level of credibility to 
the adequacy of the repairs.  

BNP QCP-10.35-8-5 mentioned cables which were 
repaired with tape in the Turbine Building. The 
investigation conducted at BLN did not find factual 
the concern in observations made of the location 
given in the concern. In addition, SRN-G-38-8 
contained the provision in step 3.4.1.1 that 
equipment in mild environments (the Turbine Building 
was a mild environment) may use tape on splices.
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S4.7.2 Findings/Conclusions 

4.7.2.1 Generic 

SThere were no generic findings for this issue.  

S4.7.2.2 Site Specflic - WBN 

SThere was no evaluation at UBN.  

4.7.2.3 Site Specific - SQN 

S- O SO-00-01-O war O- verified factual. The concern 
S- dei vt ca6-les wv'ie insulation had been taped 
Sback- onlfre cable "f-iquipment in question was no 

-^ -longer in 8fir as- riThe need to evaluate further 
^,v ^iQon otrtfeessary.  
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5.1.2 Splicing (continued) 

Class IE circuits in harsh environments. Also. Standard 
i Drawings referenced harsh environments when the Environmental 

SData Drawings were not issued until August 26, 1983.  

SCable splices and terminations using Raychem heat shrinkable 
Sbreakouts, end eaps, and sleeving completed before 
S:-- December 2, 1985, did not meet current requirements as listed 

Sin TVA standard drawings, General Construction Specification 
SG-3E and the manufacturer's application guide for Class 1E 

- -cal-a M termilations and splices in harsh environment areas.  

-~: •izpl- p oply with equipment qualification requirements.  
°•^ = .TC4--i 1tit in a reduction in the qualified life of the 

•. •~df• ailure of safety-related systems required foFr 
^-•=-• -htitdown of a plant in the evest of a design base.  

-~-~- --- I-~-- ;-.  

i-hin---;~ icrocedure for installing and testing 
•. ::.: :nr - -iA• .•••4 not aware that the procedure 

4*L j^i^ 't -lth-n resu lof a lack of management 
w 'e--lhelack of testing could result 

• -•-icuIt.•-T-h1s:-. . in turn could 
lo- - .. -to repafri - igand retesting 

; . : .- : :----:---=-T - • t - t ee e 
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Mhu-A :1 IP G Itgs on solill conduetor leads had the 
-- - '.teoact plat\ -safety. The failure of a lead in a 
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5.1.3 Cable Terminations (continued) 

failure to a nonsafety-related electro-thermal link of a fire 
damper could prevent it from operating. A failure of diesel 
generator alarm circuits could cause loss of alarm function.  
A failure of a strip chart recorder selector switch could 
cause loss of recorded data. Finally, a failure in a relay 
or local panel could prevent a safety circuit from 
operating. In summary, there was a potential for 
safety-related equipment required for safe shutdown of the 
plant in the event of a deiign base accident to be inoperable.  

5.1.4 Inspection of Cable

In order to meet cable pulling deidlines, management allowed 
engineers to be used to inspect aore than oe cable pull at 
one time. This was the result of maagement eshasis of 
quantity over quality. Since engineers were observing iore 
than one cable pull, the potential for cable daige existed 
because they could not be present at all- plies of the pull.

5.1.5 Fireproofing Cables

Evaluation of the fireproofing issue revealed -acomp I-matter 
dealing wit uh such topics as removal of RTVfoam, dQse~epaacies 
in breaching procedures, and resovil of coatings ith sharp 
instruments. The major findint revealed ' hat LVA f14 noft4k 
into account ampacity losses due to tht appl-cation of fire 
retardant cable coatings at SQN, WBN, and BPN. TeV4 a4qucy 
of installed coated cables was questionable. This increased 
the potential for safety-related equipSent required -fr 
safe shutdown of the plant in the event of a desi ba1 -
accident to be inoperable.

5.1.6 Maintaining Cables

Even though procedures were adequate and requiremend -were in 
place to protect cables from being dam&gei-Aftor-the~Wwre pAtled 
but prior to termination, some cables were foud l ingo•(.  
unprotected. This was the result of a lack- f iiplemea~tatton of 
the site procedures on housekeeping in the area of maintaiing 
cable.
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5.1.6 Maintaining Cables (continued) 

Finding unprotected cables on the floor was an indication of 
a perception by employees that management did not enforce the 
housekeeping procedure. Allowing cables to lie unprotected 

'- in walkways increased the potential of cable damage due to 
abrasive treatment such as walking on the cables.  

SNo provisions were found in site procedures to ensure condulet 
covers were installed to protect cable from dirt, rocks, steel 
filings, etc. This could result in insulation damage to the 
cables and ultimately cable failure.  

5.1.7 Insulation Damage 

No collective significance was assigned. The damaged 
thermocouple leads for the Hakeup and Decay Heat Pumps were 
damaged In an isolated instance of poor construction 
practices.  

5.2 Collective Significance of the- Subcate ory 

_ 5.2.1 Generic 

The major findings revealed a general lack of management control 
over the Issuance of adequate design output criteria and 
compliance with installation requirements. Problem with 
cable pulling criteria were identified by aSSS Report No.  
1-85-06-WBN issued July 8, 1985, which were found unresolved 
during this evaluation. Inadequatet criteria was found in 
both the cable pulling and splicing issues. Poor cable 
pulling practices were utilized in several instances even 
when adequate procedures existed. Also, the employees' 
general perception indicated that management emphasized 
meeting schedule over quality. Lack of work control in 
these areas could result in cable failure, a reduction in 
the qualified life of the cable, and failure of 
safety-related systems required for safe shutdown of a plant 
in the event of an accident (design base event). However, 
these problems were being addressed by TVA.  
Collectively, there were two significant findings. First, 
more emphasis was needed in regards to work control and 
following procedures. Second, more emphasis was needed in 
regards to technical training for engineers with attention 
given to doesign criteria.
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5.2.2 Site Specific - WB 

The major issues at UBN were covered in section 5.2.1.  

5.2.3 Site Specific - SQN 

The issues at SQN were generic and were covered in section 
- -5.2.1.  

5.2.4 Site Specific - BFN 

The issues at DFN were generic and were covered in section 
5.2.1.  

5.2.5 Site Specific - BLE 

The issues at BLN were generic and were covered in section 
5.2.1.  

6.0 CAUSES 

6.1 Cable Pullina 

Two problem areas were apparent in the cable pulling subsection: 
(1) the fact that DNS did not recognize a need to calculate SUP and 
establish HBR values which were fully supported by manufacturer's 
test data, and (2) management emphasized quantity over quality in 
order to met the schedule rather than enforce site procedures.  

Design criteria was inadequate, inconsistent, and in'some cases 
nonesistent in regards to sidewall pressure calculations, maximam 
cable pull tension calculations, and minimum bend radius values.  
USIS investigation report 1-85-06-WBi found that ODN and DNC's 
established and documented program was inadequate to accomplish 
cable pulling activities. The report identified three problem areas 
with the cable pulling program: 

* DUE previously did not include sidewall pressure calculations 
in the cable pull specification. SUP calculations were not 
incorporated into General Construction Specification G-38 
until January 15. 1986. Before this date, there was not 
sufficient information to ensure that SWP had not been 
exceeded. This lack of adequate criteria increased the 
potential for Insulation degradation of cables which light not 
necessarily be detected visibly or through testing.
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S6.1 Cable Pullint (continued) 

S1DME did not previously define the method for calculating MPT.  
NPT for multi-cable pulls was not defined until September 15, 
1985, and most cable pulls (those not mechanically assisted or 
what were considered "tough pulls") did not have their pull 
tension monitored until October 18, 1983. This brought up the 
question of the adequacy of the cable pull to be successfully 
completed without insulation degradation.  

SDMS's handling of the question concerning exceeding iBR was 
inconsistent. They allowed bending radii less than the UB., of 
various cable manufacturer's values. Bending cables to values 
less than industry standard values potentially damaged cable 
shields and insulation resulting in a potential reduction of the 
qualified life of the cable.  

Bad cable pulling practices were utilized in several instances even 
when adequate site procedures existed. In one instance an 9K9 
engineer was asked by his supervisor to ignore a problem with 
oversized wire to 480 volt receptacles because the schedule had to 
be met. Six other concerns reported that the emphasis on pulling 
was quantity over quality. In all interview with craft, it was 
noted that no effort had been made to explain the reasoning behind 
procedural changes. Craft personnel saw no need for these new 
procedures and did not use them unless forced to by a QC inspe ;or.  

DOR also did not recognise a need to establish Quality Assurance 
records on the total cross sectional area of fill of cables in 
conduits or to retain auditable cable outside diameters used In the 
cable fill program. A DU evaluation was initiated based on a USW 
MCR. In the disposition, DUI discovered the cable outside diameters 
used by the projects in their fill program were not required to be 
as-built cable dimensions resulting in a potential for conduit 
overfill and excessive SWP values. As a result, new cable outside 
disamters wre issued to be used to calculate conduit and cable tray 
fill for past and present installations.  

6.2 UpicigA 
Splicing problems were the result of inconsistent and unclear design 
criteria.  

Design criteria was inconsistent and unclear in regards to the 
installation of Raychem splices and for hardware requirements of 
6.9KV splices.
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^--^"·~s~ ._/ -- -.. " " - -- ' ---S6.2 Splieint (costinrv,.  

General Construction Specification 0-38 was not clear on what Thorrs 
sand Btts connectors were to be used on voltages greater than 
S600-volts.  

Cable splices and tertaations using Rayche best shrinkable 
Sbrekouts, end caps, and sleving completed before December 2, 1985, 
did not met current requireenats as listed in TA standard 
drawings, General Construction Specification G-38, and the 
masufacturer's application guide for Class I cable terminations and 
spliees in hars envireoment areas.  

Cables were spliced before December 2, 195, using VCSF-X tubing 
with different application ranges.  

aychmes rS high-voltage splice kits (wbich wre not qualified for 
barsh environamets) Mere installed on Class 1i circuits.  

Standard draMins referenced harsh environments. However, the 
baviroamental Data Drawings, wich defined harsh environmental 
areas, ere not issued until Ausust 26, 1983.  

6.3 Cable Terination 

Termiation problems were caused by failure of TVA and Foxboro to 
follow evndor recomendations i the application of terminal lug 
and failure by TVA to follow General Coastruction Speciftiction G-38.  

6.4 lnSection of Cable 

Inspection problem were a result ot manageent emphasis of quantity 
over quality.  

6.5 Firetrootin Cables 

seessive cable coating was a result of not following site 
procedures. Also, DBI did not recogalie a need to take into ccount 
empecity losses because of the application of cable coatings.  

6.6 1aintatinin Cables 

Problem with maintainin cables in conduits resulted because 
anagement did not recognize * need to protect installed cable when 

coedulet covers were removed or when terminations were not completed.
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6.7 Is•alatIte Dfmt 

o cause was determised for this Issue.

7.0

7.1 Correctie Actie Alted& Tates 

7.1,1 Cable Pllimg 

7.1.1.1 6eseric 

M kbed mirel4 Costrction Specificeati 6--38 0e 
6-40 to isorporote reseltle to the id4tiftl 
prob s discussed In this report comasoals IPW 
Wr, 4d losses.  

mA bed recMstly i-1ram ted as eItastl tread 
musltsis pror t ttrack coaM lidate. " 
stegorize ideatilfed ceditioUs adverse to 

ialitti. This tread ealylss prem was to readily 
ideatify treads assocated with cable at A maelsar 
pleats.  

7.1.1.2 Site Specific - UM 

itts Iar field lsmpoeties obtaind a saple sie et 
8I wrst-eus eedwlts for detailed IW
ealelatioes. The erst-cas eeoadite were selected 
by wiseal ispoetiea of 778 ceoduits slag the 
critier of attiplo beads ( terar tbai 360*) lOe 
leftestl, *I tlevt the es, ead oeedmit fill 
(reeter the. 30 prest) asin g wlkdeaw 
Sglaserlagt rocedere 22.29.  

Caoern smber 1I--57-S-01 stated that Cable bM d 
»*- palled without break ropes. WC 6001 wM 
witten, the cbles lvlved ware scrapped. ad Me 
cables were uplled.  

everal cactrms deelt with a spelfle ieldeat 
eore a QC imnpector as locked out f a roeem Wile 

*eletrlel s pelled cable l)side. The laiedeat was 
reportIed 6d the foerma ad Peeral foreme 
lveolved wre gives tuo weuk eff witbout pay. The 
cable was scrapped, ad a sew C Mbe w p lled.  

The u of Yellow 77 cable labriceat we verifled 
sad the cables lavoled wre repelled ulg proper 
lubriceats.
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7.1.1.3 Site Specific - SI 

Corrective actios takes for iP, r, sad A S uere 
Seric ad were as gives L settieso 7.1.1.1.  

EIcessive M vales ffo Cass ceasectors mwre 
Srepeted is QW-C€A-6-02-00S. UIs 1-154-I sd 
2-343-1 ms writtes to provide a umldm proceta re 
for relaspectio of the eoasectors. MIs 1-363-2 
sad 2-363-2 bed bos wittoe to provide prcedures 
for reeork of -seeeotabl ceentor. Tbe 
irldem a ad roerwk wer eapleted. he dote 

peeUsCag were ritis Qt approal.  

s 8Msnss29 Mes reserfted to doemest oedsit 
overftll of 55 eoeifts. lbe SW s disposittteo 
use-as-Is beeese eseediaS eCodlit fl 414 d ot 
co•stitute a fallre. Tosts wa laspectioss wre 
perford oa the cables I eostle ead so dinge 
was rveled. bTe SC Was cleod oet o 
Jmmtry 20, 196.  

7.1.1.4 Sit Speilfie - DM 

Corrective *atles fo Wr. Wr , sadi iw ss w 
gmeric end m• as &Ie Is se tle 7.1.1.1.  

7.1.1.5 Site Specific - lI 

Corre tive ctle for ,W. WI, sad M Issm were 
-serdc sa were gies I sM setle 7.1.1.1.  

Stop Work Actlos lApart se-or si2 m• Issued 
July 7. o195. beease Coostretlee Speificatite 
0-38 did set tstate prevsies for VW 
ealatitloes. 0-36 ue revised sd the stop wk 
etles report Ms released oa Jassmry 7 196.  

I0 29M . Revisleoe 0, wa Iswed becese eables wre 
istalled betwm October 1. 193 to Iarch 1. 164 
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7.1.3.5, Site Specific - BLN 

There was no corrective action for this issue at BLN.

7.1.4 Inspection of Cable

7.1.4.1 Generic 

There was no generic corrective action for this 
issue.

7...
Site Specific - UBN

: There was a particular incident in which a QC 
Sinspector was locked out of a room while 

S electricians were pullinga cable. The incident was 7 

* reported, the cable was scrapped, and the foreman 
and general foreman were given two weeks off without 
pay. A new cable was pulled.  

There were cases in which a single inspector was 
asked to watch more than one pull. This was no 
longer the case tbcause ther were better controls 
in place. Exampiei included the fact that the 
inspector may not view more than one pull at a time, 
and they must be present at all times the cable was 
pulled.  

7.1.4.3 Site Specific - SQN 

There was no corrective action for this issue at SQN.  

7.1.4.4 Site Specific - BFN 

There was no corrective action for this issue at BFN.  

7.1.4.5 Site Specific - BLN 

There was no corrective action for this issue at BLN.  

7.1.5 Fireproofing Cables 

7.1.5.1 Generic 

The generic corrective actions were not complete.  
The proposed cgrrective actions were described in 
section 7.2.5.1.
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7.1.5.2 Site Specific,- WBN 

One of the fireproofing concerns dealt with the use 
of a fish hook tool to remove foam from 
penetrations. At the time the UBN evaluation was 
conducted,: no evidence of a fish hook tool was 
noted. There was aNMSRS report (I-85-702-WBN) which 
described the use of fish tape to breach fire 
barriers. It was assumed that this was the 
instrument in question. The corrective action in 
the report consisted of revising MAI-14 to prohibit 
the use of fish tape to breach fire barriers. This 
procedure had been revised. Maintenance personnel: 
. were also trained not to use fish tape to breach.  

7.1.5.3 Site Specific - SQN 

No corrective actions were complete at SQN. The 
proposed corrective actions were described in 
section 7.2.5.3.  

7.1.5.4 Site Specific - BFN 

No corrective actions were complete at BFN. The 
proposed corrective actions were described in 
section 7.2.5.4.  

7.1.5.5 Site Specific - BLN 

The-use of a fish hook tool was verified at BLN due 
to NCR 4222. The cable was rbworked, and the NCR 
was closed.  

7.1.6 Maintaining Cables 

7.1.6.1 Generic 

There were no generic corrective actions for this 
issue.  

7.1.6.2 Site Specific - WBN 

No corrective actions were complete for this issue 
at WBN. The proposed corrective actions wore 
described in section 7.2.6.2.  

7.1.i.3 Site Specific - SQN

There was no corrective action for this issue at SQN.
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7.1.6.4 Site Specific - BFM 

There was no corrective action for this issue at BFN.  

7.1.6.5 Site Specific - BLA

There was no corrective action for this issue at BLN.  

7.1.7 Insulation Damage 

7.1.1.1 Generic 

There was no generic corrective action for this 
issue.  

7.1.7.2 Site Specific - WBN 

There was no corrective action for this issue at WBN.  

7.1.7.3k Site Specific - SQN 

There was no c6rrective action for this issue at SQON. 2 

7.1.7.4 Site Specific - BFN 

There Yas no corrective action for this issue at BFN.  

7.1.7.5 Site Specific - BLN 

There was a BLN site specific concern which dealt 
with thermocouple insulation damage for the Makeup 
and Decay Heat Pumps. NCRs 1101 and 1087 were 
written to record the problem. The work of 
repairing the leads was performed under Babcock and 
Wilcox field change number FC-110 and was inspected 
by a Westinghouse inspector. The thermocouples were 
recertified to have the same reliability as itf 
repairs had not been required.
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7.2 Corrective Action Required 

-7.2.1 Cable Pulling 

S7.2.1.1 Generic 

DNE initiated an extensive testing program to 
Sdetermine the adequacy of Class 1 cable 
installations at each of TVA's nuclear plants. A 
test was conducted at TVA's Central Labs to 
Sdetermine the maximum possible sidewall bearing 
Spressure (SWBP) on cable pulls without cable 
Sdegradation. Each plant's engineering project was 
Sinstructed to begin a screeniaL program to determine 

S- the worst-case conduits to ipply this information to 
the SWBP test results. At the writing of this 
report, DNE was involved in contract negotiations 
with a third party engineering company to evaluate 
the adequacy of how worst-case conduits were 
selected at WBN for the Sidewall Bearing Pressure 
STest. This evaluation and DNE's final response was 
Sto be required to determine the adequacy of cable 
Sfor all TVA nuclear plants as it related to -SP.  

DNE was evaluating SWP in regards to past cable 
pulling requirements. Since violations of cable 
pulling procedures had been verified in this 
evaluation, DNE must evalnate cable in regards to 
exceeding MPT, SWP, and 1BR requirements (CATD 
10900-NPS-01) (QR).  

The line management response on a corporate level 
was: 

1. SIDEWALL PRESSURE 

TVA's central laboratory test results on cable 
sidewall bearing pressure concluded that 
allowable pressures were four (4) to five (5) 
times higher than previous manufacturer's 
limits. Initial calculations for WBN have been 
performed and are under review. Final 
calculations for SQN have been completed and 
test results concluded that cable pulling 
practices in the worst case cable conduit 
configurations for SQN would not result in 
sidewall pressures that cause damage to the cable 
insulation. These test results were consistent 
with the EPRI Report No. EL-3333. An independent 
third party, David A. Silvers & Associates, Inc., 
has concluded that the TVA testing is a reasonable
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7.2.1.1 Generic (continued) 

- basis for increased sidewall pressure values.  

The testing and analysis results have been 
submftted to the NRC. TVA is continuing- ; 
resolution with-the NRC on this isiLe. If any 
additional corrective iction.-either short-term 
or-long-term, is required as a resultE,then the 
CAP will be revised accordingly.  

In addition General Construction Specifications
G-38 and C-40 have also been revited to limit 
the total sum of all bends in a conduit run to 
-360 between pull points.  

SNOTE: Calculations for BLN and BFN will be 
Sonpleted prior to restart for BFN and 
Sprior to-fuel loat for BLN V .  

2. DISTRIBUTION OF CABLE PULLING FORCES 

T-VA practice of monitoring total tension rather 
than individual tension, does 'ssure individual 
-conductor strength limits are not exceeded, and 
is consistent with IEEE 690-1984, "Standard for 
the Design and Installation of Cable Systems for 
SClass 18 Circuits in Nuclear Power Generating 

- Stations." In fact, TVA practice is more 
S conservative. Since August of 1978 we take 80 
rather than 100% of individual conductor strength 
on multi-cable pulls. Besides industry 
experience, acceptability of this practice was 
demonstratid in a recert cable pull in which the 
total pulling tension in a multi-cable pull was 
3750 .bs. Several cables in'the pull had a 
conductor strength limit )f 65 lbs. If the 
tension had not been distributed proportionally, 

- the smaller cables would have snapped. These 
cables did not break or elongate. The above 
demonstrates that TVA's practices with respect to 
the distribution of cable pulling forces had 
maintained the adequacy and integrity of Class 1l 
cable. Therefore, TV4 considers this issue 
closed.
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7.2.1.1 Geperic (continued) 

3. CABLE BENDING RADIUS 

STVA's Electrical Engineering Branch (EEB) has 
used the NSRS report in addition to Jhe 
manufacturer's requirements, to form the basis 
for its evaluation. Each o, the areas of 
potential concern is being resolved into elements 
for further:analysis. In each case the actual 
bend radius to which a cable-has or could have 
been subjected is determined This is 
accomplished for each Class 1E safety-related 
cable to which the concern applies.  

, Subsequently, a determination is made of the 
effects, both short and long-term, on the 

' Vintegrity of the cable and its ability to perform 
its safety-related function as a result of being 
< subjected Lo the reduced bend radius. This 
determination is based on consultations 3ith and 
recommendations from the cable manufacturers, 
a review of the cable materials and constructions 
involved, the particular application of the cable 
at TVA, and a review of TVA and industry 
environmental qualification testing as it relater 
to cable bend radius. In particular, EEB has 
identified the elocgation stress, to which a cable 
-is subjected as the result of a bend, as the 
critical parameter in determinlng acceptability; 
The evaluation of the concerns-indicates That the 
minimum bend radius to which cables could have 
been subjected is that of one times its overall 
diameter. The resulting elongation stress 
has been calculated and compared with the cable's 
corresponding capability following its postu 1 ted 
accident scenario. This information is compiled 
from the environmental qualification Lest 
reports. Preliminary conclusions of the study 
indicate that this worst case bend at SQN does 
not reduce the cable's available elongation 
properties below that required for it to perform 
its safety-related function. /
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7.2-1.1 Grieric (continued) 

S A final report, including EEB's conprehensive 
detailed analysis of the concern, including 
evaluation results, conclusions, and 
recommendations will be provided.  

-The effects of a reduced bend on shielded medium 
voltage power cable and coaxial, triaxial and 

S-l nwinaxe•, cables will be evaluated separately.  
EEB has-issued project specific actions for the 
evaluation of these cables. These actions will 
include field inspections for the existence of 
pull t\res or condulets of any type in which the 
Scable ts bent as well as individual inspections 
oLa cable's bend radius. The actual bead radius 
will be determined-and the resulting effects-on 
the integrity of the cable will be established.  

-- -The testing and analysis results have been 
-submitted to the NRC. TVA is continuing 
resolution with the NRC on-this issue. If any.  
additional corrective action, either short-Lerm 
or long-term is required as a result,then the 
CAP will be revised accordingly.  

CAQs written were WBN NCR 6270, WBN NCR 6347.  
SCR SQNEEB8703, SCR BLN4907, PIR GENEEB8605, 
and PIR WBNEEB86107.  

7.2.1.2 Site Specific -_WBN 

* Cable ojtside diameters used by Watts Bar 
Engineering Project in their conduit fill 
program were not adequate. Two SCis, WBNEEBIb89 
and 8590, were written. Samples of different 
types of cables were sent to TVA's-Singleton 
Labs to determine actual average cable 
diameters. The new cable outside diameters wore 

- given to the Watts Bar Engineering Project 
computer programmers to place in the conduit 
fill program. The Watts Bar Project engineer 
was to evaluate the program for conduit 
overfill. If problems were discovered, NCRs 
were to be generated and corrective action taken 
as required (CATD 10900-NPS-05) (QR).
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- WBN (continued) 

ement response on a corporate level was: 

for class 1K and NC cable weights and 
ameters which are used in Category I 
, have been established and documented.  
as have been incorporated into 
I Design Standards DS-E12.1.13 and 
i for use in performing calculation. for 
mum bend and training radius, and 
ressure. In addition, these QA values 
ad for the calculation of conduit and 
cross-sectional area fill and seismic 
QA values for new cable mark numbers 
standing cable mark numbers will be 
I and documented.

As a result, evaluations will be performed on any 
existing overfilled condition to determine the 
impact on cable ampacity, cable sidewall bearing 
pressure as a result of cable pulling, and 
raceway structural support systems. Conditions 
that are determined to betechnically acceptable 
will be documented and accepted for use as is, for 
conditions that are determined to be unacceptable 
corrective actions, which may include cable 
removal and rerouting, will be taken.  

CAQs written were SCRWBNEBB8589, SCRSQNEEB8601, 
PIRBLNEEB8601, and SCRBFNEEB8602.

It should be noted that the term QA in the 
corrective action plan did not refec to the QA 
organization but to the term QA with respect to 
actual, auditable values.  

* NCR 4194 was written in 1982 and addressed 
problems with NBR in cable trays. NCR 4933 was 
written in 1983 identifying NBR problems after a 
100 percent walkdown of VS (6900-volt) level 
cables. NCSs 4274 and 5062 were written to 
document problems with nBR in conduits . The 
disposition of these NCRs was in quest-ion due to 
the findings in NSRS report 1-85-06-WBN and the 
adequacy of these dispositions will depend on 
DNE's final response to this report 
(CATD 10900-NPS-01). See section 7.2.1.1 for 
corrective action.
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7.2.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

SDNE was actively involved in an evaluation to 
determine the adequacy of installed cable in 
regards to MBR. The determination was to be 
S based on consultations with and recommendations 
from the cable manufacturers, a review of the 
Scable materials and construction involved, the 
particular application of the cable at TVA, and 
a review of TVA and industry environmental 
qualification testing. Finally, recommendations 
were to be formulated which, if necessary, would 
include cable testing, surveillance inspections 
So rework, or replacement of the cable in 
question (CATD 10900-NPS-01). See section 7.2.1.1 
for corrective action.  

S. NCRs W-290-P and 6295 bad been generated on 
violations of HBR in the NCR and violations due 
to nonexistent acceptance criteria in kAI-4 

S· and 5. These procedures had been revised to 
g ive BR acceptance criteria. However, the NCRs 
Swere still open (CATD 10900-WBN-01) (QR).  

The line management response was: 

TVA at WBN has recognized that there is a possible 
problem with all cables concerning )end radius.  
This condition is documented with NCRs 6295 and 
W-290-P. These NCRs identified bend radius problems 
at specific points but DNB expanAed them to include 
cable bend radius in all plant aieas. DNE is 
currently working on the cable bending radius 
problems documented on NCRs 6295 and W-290-P. These 
NCRs are being tracked by respective TROI Numbers 
6295 and W-290-P.  

S Cable sidewall pressure calculations were not 
considered in the design process. The condition 
was identified in NSRS report I-85-06-WBN.  
Construction Specification G-38, Revision 5, did 
not address SVP. -PIR WBNEEB8534 was written to 
identify the problem. NCR 6270 was issued for 
tracking purposes. NCR 6347 was issued because 
the conduits listed had more than 360* of 
accumulated bends between pull points in 
violation of Electrical Design Guide DG-E13.1.1 
and the National Electric Code referenced by 
Construction Specification G-40. DNE's final 
response to I-85-06-WBN will be required to 
disposition the above mentioned NCRs (CATD
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7.2.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

10900-NPS-01). See Section 7.2.1.1 for corrective 
action.  

It was determined that 480-volt receptacles ia the 
fifth diesel area were sized for number 4 through 
* number 8 AWG wires while DNE specified a number 2 
SAG wire to the receptacles. Corrective action 
should be initiated (CATD 10900-WBN-02) (NQR).  

The line management rescpnse was: 

The 480 volt receptacles in the Additional 
Diesel Generator Builang are being supplied by 
three single conductor s.ze 2 cables, TVA mark 
V1DG-1. as specified by WBN cable status master 

report, and they are terminated as shown on dg 
45W1788-2 Rev 3. TVA conduit and grounding dwg 
15V818-2 Rev 19 specifies a mark #SRA-3 which is 
a Crouse-Hinds cat. No. AEQ-1648-1-00000 plug, 
receptacle, 60 amp, 600V ac, 3V, 4P. A review 
of the Crouse-Hinds Electrical Constru..iou 
Materials Cat. #4700 (1983), section iP-2 
recommends a wire size of #6-#4 for a 60 amp 
rated receptacle with pressure connectors and 
then specifies. "Do not use wire size smailer 
than minimum size recommended." It further 
states that the ranges of wire sizes shown is 
intended only as a guide. The table did specify 
that the diameter of recess for the pressure 
connector is .312 of an inch so that a maximum 
size of bare conductor can be figured. The 
National Electrical Crde 1987 edition, section 
110-14, subsection (a).,"Terminals." states that 
connection of conductors to the terminal parts 
shall ensure a thoroughly good connection 
without damaging the conductor and shall be made 
by means of pressure connectors, solder lugs, or 
spliced to flexible leads. The Standard 
Handbook for Electrical Engineers, by Fink and 
Beaty, eleventh edition, specifies in Table 
4-15 and Table 19-5 that a 7 strand #2 conductor 
has an overall diameter of .292 of an inch. The 
receptacles in question more than adequately 
accept the #2 cable. A field check of the wire 
size was performed, -and the design specified 
wire size is installed. The design dwgs for the 
Reactor Bldg 45S1766-8 Rev 11 specify the same
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7.2.1.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

size of main-feeder cable, however, the cable 
specified is a mark #TfT whict is a 3 conductor 
#2 cable not 3 individual #2 wires as specified 
in the Additional Diesel Generator Bldg, aad the 
ref dwg specifies reducing this main feeder 
cable by splicing a mark 0#0OF (single conductor 
#4 wire) to it. The receptacles in both 
buildings are the same type and size.  
MR-A-496500 field checked two receptacles in the 
Additional Diesel Generator Building for 
possible loose connections and binding cable.  
No loose terminations were found on the 
receptacles. The field cables were installed 
correctly with sufficient space in tne junction 
boxes for the terminations. Since the 
manufacturer's recomendationa did not place any 
restrictions on the use of larger wire, the 
installed cables meet all requitements of the 
National Electrical Code and are iustalled fs 
defined on TVA dwgs, the cable size is smaller 
-than the maximum .312 of an inch recesjs a?7 
defined by the vendor catalog and the Sta',ard 
Handbook for Electrical.:ngineers, and t't ,.ms 
in question are not related to a safety- elated 
system, no further action is required..  

Evidence of steel choker use abuse was verified 
in the evaluation of IN-85-581-001. The true 
use of these chokers in cable jpulling must be 
emphasized to QC inspectors such that choker use 
was limited to pull-ing in open areas. Also, the 
motor feeds to the unit-1 Reactor Coolant Pumps 
had been verified to have been pulled with 
excessive HPT (CATD 10900-WBN-03) (QR).  

The line management response was: 

Although steel choker abuse was verified, there 
is in force existing procedures to control pull 
tension on all cables pulled at WBNP. G-38 
specifies the procedure for pull force 
monitoring, as does KAI-3 and QCI 3.05. All 
unit 1 systems at WBNP have undergone preop and 
functional testing. Additionally, all medium 
voltage cables are tested under the Plant's 
maintenance schedule. As referenced in 
IN-85-262-003, EQC personnel stated that a 
steel choker was often loosely placed over fuse 
links on large cable pulls to prevent a cable
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.2.2 Site Specific - WBN (continued) 

from injuring a worker in case the fuse link 
suddenly breaks. The unit 1 reactor coolant 
pump motor cables were megger and DC 
High-Potential tested. These cables had a 
maximum allowable pull tension of 4000 pounds 
outboard and 6000 pounds inboard. As these 
cables are not class 1E cables, failure of these 
cables would be a rare random occurrence and 
will be remedied on an individual basis. The 
Watts Bar Construction Project and Modifications 
Branch will inform employees through the 
employee involvement and/or safety meetings of 
the use of steel chokers as an industrial safety 
precaution.  

SNCR W-283-P was written to document unidentified 
cables throughout the plant. NSRS report
I-85-362-WBN also identified this problem in the 
manholes. The corrective action consisted of 
accounting for all unidentified cables. WBN 
Modifications initiated workplans NW283P-1 and 

515-1. The work consisted of identifying all 
unidentified cables. All cables not in use were 
pulled out or spared when covered with 
Vimasco cable coating. Those still in use were 
to be marked with red and orauge tape along 
their entire length and placed under the 
Temporary Alteration Control Program. UP 
X5515-1 also required MAI-3 and AI-2.15 (the ONP 
procedure for Temporary Alterations) be revised 
to add identification for temporary cables. All 
work on these workplans was complete except for 
the revision to AI-2.15 (CATD 10900-WBN-04) (NQR).  

The line management response was: 

NCR W-283-P is in final closure and workplan 
NW283P-1 Is complete. Workplan K5515-1, which 
worked the items identified by Employee Concern 
I-85-362-WBN, is in final review with all items 
complete except that the Electrical Maintenance 
section has yet to revise AI-2,15. The revision 
to AI-2.15 is to include instructions identifying 
temporary cables installed ;ii cable trays. At 
completion of the revision to AI-2.15, workplan 
H5515-1 will be closed and sent to the vault.
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7.2.1.2 Site Specific - VBN (continued) 

It was verified in several interviews with 
electricians that training for craft management 
and electricians was needed to emphasize the 
reasoning behind the new cable pulling procedure 
(reason for SUP calculations, break ropes, 
etc.). The interviews indLcated that the 

S•electricians saw no need for these new 
procedures and- followed them only when forced to 

Sby a QC inape~tor (CATD 10900-WBN-OS) JNQR).  

-- The line management response was: 

Additional training will be given to thwse 
electricians involved in cable pulling operations.  
The attached November 4, 1986 memorandum hos been 

• issued regarding in-process inspections, such as 
.cable pulling operations. This has been previously 

discussed with the electrician superintendent.  
Training is expected to be complete by 
March 27, 1987.  

* Although Yellow 77 has been banned from TVA 
nuclear plant sites, the computer program which 
lists all material in storage warehouses at all 
TVA plant sites (Materials Management System) 
indicated this material was at WBN, BFN, and BLN 
(CATD 10900-NPS-06) (QR).  

The line management response on a corporate level 
was: 

Use of Yellowv77 as an acceptable cable pulling 
lubricant was discontinued by Revision 3 of G-38 
on 5eptember 27, 1982. ONE will issue a memorandum 
to all nuclear sites by June 1, 1987 to remove all 
unused portions of Yellow 77 from their respective 
sites.
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- 7.2.1.3 Site Specific - SQN

Corrective actions for SWP, HPT, and BR issues 
were generic and were as given in section 
7.2.1.1.  

The line management response to CATD 10900-NIPS-01 
" for SQN was: 

STo determine the magnitude of the SWP applied to 
SQN cables during installation, TVA reviewed all 
conduits containing safety-related cables 

; against screening criteria. This was used to 
Sdetermine 16 of the worst conduit sections. The 
maximum SWP of cables within these conduits were 
determined. These values were compared to 

Samaximum SWP values determined from testing at 
STVA's Central Laboratories. The SQN values were 

Slese than those determined in testing. The 
' overall conclusions of TVA's testing were 

confirmed by the report of a third party 
reviewer. TVA has, through the above testing 
and analysis, conclusively demonstrated that the 
practices employed during the installation of 
electrical cable at SQN maintained _the adequacy 
and integrity of Class 1B cable with respect to 
SWP.  

TVA practice of monitoring total tension rather 
than individual tension, does assure individual 
conductor strength limits are not exceeded, and 
is consistent with IEB 690-1984. In fact, TVA 
practice is more conservative as sinee August of 
1978 DNC takes 80 percent rather than 100 
percent of individual conductor strength on 
multi-cable pulls.  

TVA's BIB has used NSRS report 1-85-06-BN in 
addition to the manufacturer's requirements, to 
form the basis for its evaluation of NDR. Each 
of the areas of potential concern is being 
resolved into elements for further analysis. In 
each case the actual bend radius to which a 
cable has or could have been subjected is 
determined. In particular, EBB has identified
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7.2.1.3 Site Specific - SQN (continued) 

the elongation stress, to which a cable is 
subjected as the result of a bend, as the 

. critical parameter in determining 
acceptability. Preliminary conclusions of the 
study indicate that this worst case bend at SQN 
does not reduce the cable's available elongation 
properties below that required for it to perform 
its safety-related function. The final report 
is expected to be issued in March 1987 for SQN.  

The effects of a reduced bend on shielded medium 
voltage power cable and coaxial, triaxial and 
twinauial cables will be evaluated separately.  
EEB has issued project specific actions for the 
evaluation of these cables. These actions will 

Sinclude field inspections for the existence of 
pull boxes or c .jlets of any type in which the 
cable is bent as well as individual inspections 
of a cable's bend radius. The actual bend 
radius will be determined and the resulting 
effects on the integrity of the cable will be 
established. The work is expected to be 
complete by Narch 1987. The work is being 
tracked by SCR SQNBEB8703.  

SWP was a SQN restart item. MBR was not a SQN or 
BFN restart item as defined in Revision 3 of the 
corrective action plan.  

It was verified in interviews and in walkdowns 
that there were cables routed outside cable 
trays. The intent of G-38 concerning cable 
routing was not to allow cable to be routed 

Soutside of cable trays (CATD 10900-SQN-01) (QR).  

The line management response to CATD 10900-SQN-01 
was: 

An evaluation will be performed on cables routed 
outside of trays to determine the potential 
areas of concern. In particular this evaluation 
will consider the potential impact on electrical 
separation, cable ampacity, physical support end 
protection of the cable, and adequacy of tray 
supports. A field inspection will then be 
performed to locate and determine the extent of 
cables routed outside of trAys which are subject 
to the concerns evaluated above. This process
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1 -,rrf itM cSpecific - SQN (continued) 

---- - · : - --. will cotoinun until itis determined that all 
s ucbhcables with a potential concern are 

S -dentified and the configuration justified or 
S-i odif ed.

Afi ttih MLAI-4 contained provisions to monitor 
S pull tension for Class 1 cables, there was no 

Srequirement tomonitor non-Class IE cables.  
G-38 did not make this distinction (CATi 
10900-SQI703):(NQi).  

The line-i a agemet response to CATD 10900-SQN-03 
S- W as: 

'- -i To prevent further recurrences the site
procedure has been revised to comply with G-38 
regarding cable pulling. H&AI-4 now requires 
monitoring and documenting the pulling forces 
used in the installation of non-Class 1S cables 
(with certain listed exceptions as contained in 
G-38).  

The few associated cables (i.e., non-Class 1E 
cables routed in raceways designated for Class 
18 circuits) that exist at SQN were pulled to 
the same requirements as Class 1K cables.  
All systems (including non-Class 1 cables) have 
undergone Pre-op or functional testing.  
Additionally, all medium-voltage cables (i.e., 
480-volt equipment rated at more than 100 
horsepower and 6900-volt equipment) are 
periodically tested under the plant's 
maintenance schedule (HI-10.20).  

The inclusion of non-Class 1E cables in G-38's 
requirement for monitoring pull tension Is an 
economic consideration only (to preclude damage 
and thus wasting material) and is not a 
safety-related concern. Failire of these cables 
would be a random occurrence and will be 
remedied on a case-by-case basis.

_ _, ..·
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